Spelling correction can assist individuals to input text data with machine using written language to obtain relevant information efficiently and effectively in. By referring to relevant applications such as web search, writing systems, recommend systems, document mining, typos checking before printing is very close to spelling correction. Individuals can input text, keyword, sentence how to interact with an intelligent system according to recommendations of spelling correction. This work presents a novel spelling error detection and correction method based on N-gram ranked inverted index is proposed to achieve this aim, spelling correction. According to the pronunciation and the shape similarity pattern, a dictionary is developed to help detect the possible spelling error detection. The inverted index is used to map the potential spelling error character to the possible corresponding characters either in character or word level. According to the N-gram score, the ranking in the list corresponding to possible character is illustrated. Herein, E-How net is used to be the knowledge representation of tradition Chinese words. The data sets provided by SigHan 7 bakeoff are used to evaluate the proposed method. Experimental results show the proposed methods can achieve accepted performance in subtask one, and outperform other approaches in subtask two.
Introduction
Language is one of the most important capabilities of human for communication. Natural language cannot be absent in human communication either spoken communication or written text. As we known, word is the fundamental semantic unit in the most languages; it plays an essential role in natural language processing. Since the word is the building block for natural language processing, the spelling error or typos usually cause negative effects in word for computer applications.
Intelligent communication is one of the new trends about computing environment construction. In providing the natural intelligent human machine interaction, natural language expressions play an essential role. Let us now attempt to extend the observation into the frameworks of natural language processing, in viewpoints of input and output aspects, text input and sentence generation provide the main natural language interfaces between users and machines. Therefore, the semantic extraction and generating of natural language processing plays more essential roles for human machine interactions. Actually, we should now look more carefully into the results obtained in text input and natural language generating. Since the accuracy of text input is not near to perfect, it will cause the natural language misunderstanding. The spelling correction is one of the most important modules for natural language processing. The related applications including web search query, writing systems, recommend systems, document mining and typos checking before printing are very close to spelling correction.
There are many research effort developed for spelling error detection and correction recently. Sun et al. (2010) explore the phrase-based spelling error models from the clickthrough data by measuring the edit distance between an input query and the optimal spelling correction. also have learned a spelling error model from search query logs to improve the quality of query. Li et al. (2006) applied distributional similarity based models for query spelling correction. Gao et al. (2010) Employed the ranker-based approach that contains a surface-form similarity, phonetic-form similarity, entity, dictionary, and frequency features for large scale web search. Besides, adopted EM algorithm to enhance the performance of spelling error detection. There are some works tried to build a transformation model like machine translation, the noisy channel model was one of the selected to describe the spelling error correction. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) are used to correct Spelling errors for search queries and developed a system called as CloudSpeller . Considering of the domain specific domain, Bao et al. (2011) employed graph theory to correct the error in word and query levels. Cucerzan and Brill (2004) used domain knowledge to exploit the spelling correction as an iterative process. For single word, context-sensitive spelling correction and rich morphology are proposed by Ingason et al. (2009) . Mitton (2010) survey the spelling checking algorithm and systems developed for writing systems in the past five decades. Huang et al. (2010) proposed a system framework integrating n-gram models and internet knowledge resources to detect spelling errors in printer driver module. Actually, some application interface (API), tools and knowledge bases are useful for spelling error detection and correction. Google (2010) has developed a Java API for Google spelling check service. Microsoft (2010) also provides Microsoft web n-gram services. An online keyword typo generates tool, Seobook (2010), was developed for generating the corpus. Considering of lexicon and ontology, WordNet and FrameNet are both the main knowledge representations for English (Christiane 1998)). Correspondingly, HowNet and E-Hownet are lexicon ontologies for simple and traditional Chinese separately Dong and Dong 2006) . According to the word expression in E-Hownet, lexical senses are described as two aspects: entities and relations. Thus, all the taxonomic relations of lexical senses can be identified according to their definitions in E-Hownet.
Since Word spelling is the essential for natural language processing, spelling correction is a common an essential task in written language automatically to detect and correct human errors. However, spelling check in Chinese is very different from that in English or other alphabetic languages. Therefore, a novel spelling error detection and correction method based on N-gram ranked inverted index is proposed in this paper. Considering of context information such as those in a sentence or long phrase with a certain meaning, N-gram scores are used to arrange the rank of nodes in the inverted index linked list. Besides word N-gram, character frequencies are also used herein first for errors result phonologically similar or visually similar characters (Liu et al. 2011) . Both character and word information are used in the proposed approach to achieve the performance of spelling correction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed method and the related important modules in spelling correction in system framework. Next, we also present the detail description about the proposed method especially in N-gram ranked inverted index list. Experiments to evaluate the proposed approach and the related discussion are presented in Section 3. Concluding remarks and findings are finally made in Section 4.
The proposed system framework
In this section, we want to illustrate the proposed system framework to detect and correct the spelling errors. Our goal is to find the locations and correct the corresponding error character in input Chinese sentences. For more clear presentation, herein, the system framework is divided into two parts: training and generation phases as described in Section 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. Actually, similar pronunciation and shape dictionary and N-gram ranked inverted index list are constructed in the training phase and adopted in test phase. 
Training phase
The aim of training phase is to construct the dictionary containing similar pronunciation and shape information for each Chinese character. EHownet and pre-trained N-gram models are further used to be the ranking score construct the inverted index list. Finally, the candidate outputs are generated according to the N-gram ranked inverted index list. More detail illustration is described in the follows.
As shown in Figure 1 . First, we are going to preprocess the sentences we got from the SIGHAN-7 organizer. In this step, we have to remove each sentence NID number in the input file. Then we will have the sentences that without the NID number as our output according to the traditional Chinese parser that was developed by academia Sinica, Taiwan. The results are further fed into the tool, CKIP Autotag, to do word segmentation and part-of-speech tagging based on E-Hownet. Since the corresponding part-of-speech (POS) of each word is obtained in the sentences. Each word is given a part of speech at the end of a word in parentheses. In the second step, for convenience, we are going to remove unessential blank spaces and parentheses. This way will let us more conveniently in the following file operations. In fact, these processes are also adopted in test phase.
For obtaining the correction of each possible spelling error, the similar pronunciation and shape dictionary are constructed here. Since typos usually resulted from similar pronunciation or character shape, we constructed the index for each work from its confusing set including similar pronunciation and character shape. Since the pronunciation of each Chinese character is composed of syllable and tone. Four categories of pronunciation similar confusing set those are potential correction in pronunciation, are gathered: same pronunciation, the same syllable with a different tone, similar syllable with the same tone and similar syllable with a different tone. The corresponding posterior probability is obtained by the confusing matrix used in speech recognition engine constructed by HTK. Considering of the corresponding characters, are called as potential correction in shape, those shapes are similar to that of possible spelling error character. Length based Cangjie code similarity measure is used to estimate the posterior probability for the shape confusing character set.
Since the potential correction either in pronunciation or shape are gathered and defined in the dictionary described in the previous paragraph, the competing candidates are obtained by replacing the possible spelling error using potential correction. One inverted index list for each possible spelling error is constructed according to the corresponding potential correction. Considering of efficiency, the node order is arranged according to the character frequency in initial state. Word based N-gram scoring is further used for re-sorting the node in the inverted index list. Herein, back off base tri-gram models are used to estimate the probability of the contextual information.
Test phase
As described in previous sections, the inverted index lists with N-gram ranking are built in the training phase. The spelling correction problem is formulated as the ranking of the potential corrections and original possible spelling error in the contextual score in the test phase. Since the word segmentation and part-of-speech (POS) labeling is the same as those in the training phase. Here, we begin the processes with the third step. Third, we are going to find the wrong word from the sentences. After we have the POS parsing result, we choose the word that consists of two characters from the POS result and find it with the words in E-HowNet. If we cannot find it in E-HowNet, then we regarded it as possible suspicious word and enumerate it in suspicious list. We saved its word and POS in a text file named find_wrong. E-HowNet is a lexical knowledge based evolved from HowNet and created by the CKIP group. Then we filter some words in this step in order to remove some words by mistake. Those filtered out words may be words consist of more than four characters with POS of VH …etc., words consist of more than three characters with POS of 'Nb', 'VA', 'Nc', 'VE' …etc and POS of 'Neu', 'Neqa', 'Nf', 'VB', 'Ncd', 'VK', 'Nh', 'P' …etc. And we also filter out the following words contain " 到 "(to), " 過 "(through), " 亂 "(disorder) and " 年級"(grade) …etc. We show some of the suspicious word list.
The fourth step, we are going to do the error correction on those incorrect words. We choose one of a character in the word that to the suspicious list and refer to the similar pronunciation and similar shape dictionaries provided by the SIGHAN-7 organizer. For example, '挫'折 (setback) and 挫'折'(setback). We want to find out the pronunciation of the character. It may be same pronunciation with the same tone, same pronunciation without same tone, similar pronunciation with the same tone, similar pronunciation without same tone and same radical with same strokes. And we combine the character with a similar shape character into a new word. Then we find each new word in E-HowNet to verify if there is exist or not. If the new word was not found in E-HowNet, then we will save it into wrong dictionary. After fixing the error, we saved it into the correct dictionary. If the new word was found in E-HowNet, then we will skip to the next character combination word. And so on…. After finishing the word pronunciation part, then we do the same way in word shape part. Fifth, we have to remove the duplicate words in the wrong dictionary. And remove it in wrong and correct dictionary synchronously. As a result, we can prevent doing the same thing twice. Sixth, we use the words in the wrong dictionary to find in the sentences. If we found it, that is to say, the sentence contains this error. Then we replace the error with the corresponding correct word in the correct dictionary and calculate the error location in the output. Seventh, we have several different potential corrections and original possible spelling error, then re-ranking the order according to the N-gram language models in the optimization step. Finally, we can output the best result with the highest N-gram score to the output file.
Experimental results
This goal of this study is spelling error detection and correction according Chinese spelling check competition in SigHan. The aim of the subtask 1 is to find out the location of the spelling error in the sentences. On the other hand, the subtask 2 aims at finding out the error location and do the error correction. All sentences at least contain more than one error. In this bake-off, the evaluation includes two sub-tasks: error detection and error correction. The errors are collected from students' written essays. Since there are less than 2 errors per essay such as described in (Chen et al. 2011) , in this bake-off the distribution of incorrect characters will match the real world error distribution in the sub-task one. The first subtask aims at the evaluation of error detection.
The input sentences might consist of no error to evaluate the false-alarm rate of a system . The second sub-task focuses on the evaluation of error correction. Each sentence includes at least one error. The ability to accomplish these two sub-tasks is the complete function of a spelling checker.
Spelling Error Detection
The training data and test data consist of 350 and 1000 sentences separately. Both of them are provided by the SIGHAN-7 organizer. According to the results shown in Table 1 , the suitability of the subtasks 1 is high enough.
Compared to other approaches, we consider the mapping between the spelling error and correction more.
Spelling Error Correction
The training data is same as error detection. The test data consists of 1000 sentences those are not the same as the error detection subtask 1. According to the results shown in Table 2 , the suitability of the subtasks 2 is excellent. Due to the proposed approach considers both character confusing set and word contextual information, the performance is able to provide the right information to detect and correct the spelling error for users. Especially, The proposed approach outperforms the other approaches significantly in location accuracy and correction accuracy. These results show the N-gram ranked inverted index list able to obtain improvement for spelling error correction. The performance of run 3 outperforms that of run 2 due to some pruning for the word with more than two characters. According to the observations of the error pattern obtained from the training data, we know the spelling error usually appears with the word with less than three characters. By this, the performance is improved significantly.
Conclusions
A novel approach to detect and correct the spelling error in traditional Chinese text are proposed in this study. The algorithm is based on the idea of N-gram ranked inverted index list. For detecting the potential correction, the similar patters based on pronunciation and character shape are gathered in a dictionary. To capture the contextual information, the word based N-gram ranking is adopted to arrange the node order in the inverted index list. Finally, the optimal result is selected as the output. The experimental results verified that the proposed approach results in keeping more information either in character or word levels. The performance about the spelling error detection is acceptable and that about correction outperforms other approaches. The experimental results show the proposed method is practice.
